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Location: Italy > Emilia-Romagna > Ravenna

Website: http://www.selecthotels.it/

Showcase description

phone number 0039 0544993618 e-mail : palace@selecthotels.it Situated in the heart of Cervia Milano Marittima, in front of the sea
and just a stones throw from the town centre, the Palace Hotel represents the obvious choice for an elite clientele in search of a
prestigious and exclusive location. The beautiful early 20th century architecture bears witness to the very best of the Adriatic Riviera
hotelier tradition, without foregoing modern conveniences. The furnishings and interior design are, as one would expect, of the highest
quality and manufacture, from the Turkish inlaid marble to the Murano lights by the prestigious Venini glassworks. Guest Rooms Each
of the 135 rooms at the Palace Hotel is decorated with style and care. The attention to details reveals a comprehensive architectural
plan which combines elegance and practicality. The Select Hotels distinguish themselves for their capacity to amalgamate the beauty
of oak panelling and splendid mosaic floors from Ravenna with most advanced modern technology. Rooms are spacious and offer dial
phones, satellite T.V., WI-FI connection, safety deposit boxes and mini-bar. Services The Palace Hotel offers a range of inimitable and
highly personalised services, capable of satisfying the requirements of a selected clientele. The beautiful swimming-pool with a sea
view terrace, the private beach, the fully equipped beauty and fitness centre, over 6000 square metres of gardens and the spacious
congress centre make the Palace Hotel the ideal location for business or pleasure. The polite and professional staff is available 24h a
day offering assistance and support for every requirement: room service (or pool service, during the summer months), booking a tee
time, organizing tours or making a reservation in one of the many fashionable locations. Furthermore, the hotel has an underground car
park with a capacity of 110 places and direct access to the reception hall. Restaurants and Bars The Palace Hotel?s pièce de
résistance is the ?Venini? restaurant, which owes its name to the famous glassworks that created the splendid Murano lighting. True to
the Batani family?s philosophy, gastronomic choices are based on providing high quality food, prepared by chefs from the most
prestigious academies in Emilia Romagna, and using genuine ingredients, often produced on the owner?s farm. In this refined,
spacious and elegantly furnished restaurants, one can enjoy the very finest in international and Mediterranean cuisine accompanied by
an enviable wine list, composed by world famous sommeliers. The à-la-carte menu offers meat and fresh fish dishes that can be
concluded with a choice of fresh pastries and cakes from the in-house bakery. Lighter alternatives can be enjoyed at the Palace Beach
Restaurant, situated on the private beach and open during summer months. The Pool Bar offers an ideal poolside area for cocktails,
aperitifs and good company. Beauty Farm The 400 square metres of the area dedicated to beauty and fitness, the ?Dolce Vita?, has
been equipped by a world leading company, Technogym. Here, guests are invited to enjoy a range of specialised and professional
services dedicated to physical and spiritual wellbeing in a relaxing and spacious environment. The hotel has energizing sauna and
Turkish bath facilities, rare essential oil hydrotherapy, exclusive Thalmer treatments to revitalize circulation and eliminate toxins through
the use of seaweed and, of course, shiatsu, ayurvedic and lymphatic massage. In order to offer a complete service, the beauty centre
staff includes fully qualified beauticians and hairdressers. Congress Centre Thanks to the spacious congress rooms, the Palace Hotel
represents the ideal setting for high profile business events, seminars, courses and incentive programmes. The soundproof, multi-
functional area can accommodate up to 500 people and can be partitioned into smaller areas, whilst guaranteeing absolute privacy.
The Select Hotels group aims to provide a highly personalised service that responds to the most varied requirements, from reserved
business meetings to gala events or fashion shows. The infrastructure offers the latest hi-tech equipment with the assistance of a
supportive and competent staff, ensuring the success of any event.
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